THE SHROUD ON THE INTERNET

Barrie Schwortz of Los Angeles's Shroud web site on the Internet (http://www.shroud.com), as reviewed in the last Newsletter, continues to go from strength to strength. As already mentioned, papers from the Esopus Seminar/Retreat, such as Isabel Piczek's 'Alice in Wonderland and the Shroud of Turin', are already available on this, and arrangements have been made with Barrie for the BSTS Newsletter to be included likewise.

For BSTS members on the Internet the text matter of issue no.43 has in fact been accessible for some weeks on http://www.shroud.com/mainbsts.htm, and this present issue will become available likewise. For future issues it is intended that photographs and other illustrations will also be included. The help of both Barrie and of BSTS member Chris Jones is warmly appreciated in handling the technicalities.

Regarding email numbers, please note that there were some misprints in the last Newsletter sufficient to cause a bounce. August Accetta's should read sjaccetta@aol.com; Dan Scavone's dscavon.ucs@smtp.usi.edu; Dr. Alan Whanger's should be: adw2@acpub.duke.edu. Also Fr.Joe Marino can be added to the list, being contactable on: Fr_Joseph@priory.org, and Barrie Schwortz on bschwortz@shroud.com. Any BSTS member who has an email address and/or a relevant Internet site and would like to publicise this to other members in the next Newsletter is invited to email the Editor at Ian.Wilson@mailbox.uq.oz.au